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INTRODUCTION:
• Currently there is little recognition in schools and colleges that 

craft/artisan skills are a career route, which is one of the reasons 
recent investigations of the craft and artisan sector conducted 
for the European Parliament find there to be a huge decline in 
numbers of young people taking up careers in these skills. The 
Heritage Crafts Association has drawn up a 'red list' of craft skills 
that are endangered (which includes several now extinct skills). 

• Many skills are critically endangered (such as chair-weaving, 
glass sign painting, piano making) while even some forms of 
traditional knitting appear on the endangered list. Therefore, 
not only is our skills-swapping essential for building awareness 
and interest, but so too is a means for careers, advice and 
guidance services to learn about the options of these careers. 



UK Makers



Instrument repairer (and apprentice):

“I had absolutely no experience, no qualifications in the field of work 
when I started, but I was willing to learn and adapt…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/rMWFssY_tK8
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#instrumentuk


Experienced Instrument Repairer:

I got into the line of this work by going through school, and 
getting told in school that the only way I can actually get a job 
is going through the standard lines, you know? Following 
education right through. But because I'm dyslexic, I struggled 
at school, and I found that I was really good working with my 
hands. So I saw an advert in the newspaper, for a shop, 
they've been closed now 40 years, and they were offering an 
apprentice position in woodwind repairs, so I joined the team 
there. There were twelve repairs in total, but over the period 
of actually working there, people were laid off, so we ended 
up with me just doing all the woodwind repairs, doing all the 
brass repairs, doing the string repairs, and delivering pianos, 
all at the same time! My job ended up being, you know, 
varied, so I didn't really know where or what department I 
would be working out of. 

I enjoy most about my job the variety, meeting people, 
watching people perform on stage after I've worked on their 
instruments. And one of my biggest joys is designing 
instruments, which has managed to lead me to travel the 
world. I worked in Europe for seven years and I worked in 
Beijing for two years as the chief designer for Geneva 
Instruments, which means you get friends around the world. I 
like following people on Facebook where they've come in, I've 
set their instruments up, and then I can see them playing with 
other members of their bands, and you know famous 
musicians, and things like that, so I really enjoy doing that. 

[Continues on next page].



[Cont.]

Three years ago I was made a professor at LCM, Leeds College of Music, 
which is now the Conservatoire, which leads me to being able to do 
lectures now on the subject of repairing and designing instruments. We're 
just planning a tour at the moment where we're going to be touring 
Norway, Europe, UK, and then over into America where two of us are going 
to be demonstrating how we can actually involve people into this job that 
I've done for 40 years. Every single day is a joy and I would say I've never 
worked a day in my life, but obviously I have. But it's just it's just joy. Every 
instrument we open the case, we just don't know what the next job we're 
going to do is. 

I think if it was to inspire anybody to go into a similar career, it would be 
follow your dream. You are capable of achieving anything that you want to 
achieve, even if you've never tried it, just try and find a local shop, find a 
local repairer, just say, I'm really keen that I wanted to get into this job, and 
go along. You might have to do a few free trips for them to do it, but when 
you show your passion, I think that's all people want to see the passion 
that you've got in the job and then you can follow that through and make a 
career out of it, and once you actually make a career out of it and start 
charging people, you know, you're as good as what you are. You're as good 
as the time and effort that you put into it, and the skill that you want for it. 
You might find you want to go into teaching more, and where you can 
actually repair as well, or you might want to do like cruise ship work where 
you have to sort of learn if a cork drops off your saxophone or something 
like that, if you've got the basic repairing skills, then you can actually repair 
your own instruments, you know, and keep it going. So I think for me, if 
you were to find a similar career. It doesn't have to be a full time, it could 
be part time it, as long as you enjoy what you do, you've just gotta live 
your dream. Go for it.



Apprentice Instrument Repairer:
I kind of got into this job a bit by accident, I fell into it just after I finished up 
my music degree. I was looking at the online portal at the university and there 
was an advert for a job saying that someone needed a trainee repair 
technician, so I called up the number, I went over, and I’ve been here ever 
since! It’s basically a case of come and take some instruments apart, see if you 
like it, see how it works, and I just really enjoyed the physical aspect, working 
with my hands and getting to see the inner workings of something I’ve been so 
connected to, but in such a different way. I love the fact that I get to spend my 
time tinkering and experimenting with things, but in a safe environment, 
getting to see the inner workings, seeing behind the curtain.
One of the best things about the job is when you have a little kid who’s just got 
their instrument and they’re so excited to start playing, and then they open up 
the case and it’s all shiny and it’s all fixed and they can’t wait to get home and 
practice. That’s a really rewarding part of the job, is sort of seeing that next 
generation of musicians getting to pursue their craft and saying that I've had 
an instrumental part of that, no pun intended, is actually really nice to see.
What I would say to other people is to, as cliché as it might sound, just give it a 
go. I had absolutely no experience, no qualifications in the field of work when I 
started, but I was willing to learn and adapt, and I'm still here doing it, every 
day is a learning process, but just get stuck in. if you think it’s something you 
might enjoy, just go for it and see what happens, because it might all work out 
in the end.



Studio Portrait Photographer:

“It's not education that you really need to do art…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/dQLCrlEy8CQ
�https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#photouk
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#photouk


I've come to photography much later in life due to poor health. I 
had to give up art quite young at school because I had a music 
scholarship, and you couldn't do music and art, so I gave up art, 
and that kind of meant I gave up drawing, and painting, and 
doing any form of creative expression. And I had to go on and 
just follow the course of life, and bring up kids, and go to work. 
And I think imposter syndrome meant I felt that I couldn't do 
art, I wasn't available to be an artist. 
When I bought my first digital camera in my 30’s, I snuck around 
and did my photography in secret, because I was quite 
embarrassed to show people, I thought you know, as I haven't 
been educated in it this was something people would consider I 
was just playing at, or pretending at, and it's only now that I've 
had to give up my physical job and turn to my creative job, I 
realised I should have done this probably 20 years ago. 
I'm back at university doing a degree in photography that I think 
will aid me in my understanding. But the one thing that has 
really aided me, is actually I'm much better than a lot of people 
on my course, and it's not education that you really need to do 
art, you just kind of need to follow your heart and soul and your 
passion, and express yourself openly and honestly, and people 
will be less judgmental than you really think they're gonna be.



Artisan Caterer:

“It just makes me really happy…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/gupG440SjIo
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#catereruk


Well, I started off catering when I was 
16, or maybe 15, working in sandwich 
shops and catering has always earned 

me money. 

My favourite thing about catering is I 
love cooking. I love pottering about in 

the kitchen, that's what it feels like. 

When you feed people nice food and 
they absolutely love it, and they're 
really grateful, and it just makes me 

really happy. 

It's a laugh doing cooking usually, 
working in kitchens, working with 

other people, and it's very creative, 
and I would say very good if you really 

love producing things, which I do. 



Digital manipulation artist:

“It's not the route I expected to take…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/wd9_E3DPH0s
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#digiartuk


I originally studied history and planned to become a teacher, 
and that didn't work out, but now I do a lot of photography of 
historical buildings and architecture, and I have looked into 
my various compositions of what makes the building special 
and how it brings it into what it is now, compared to what it 
was. It's not the route I expected to take, but it's definitely a 
more exciting route than I thought I could have after not 
following my plan from when I was 15. 
My favourite thing about doing that is I'm still learning. I'm 
still involved with the things I find interesting, and I've now 
discovered that other people find interesting. It's a much 
more colourful way, rather than just reading a textbook to 
someone and expecting them to remember all the facts, being 
able to bring it to life and make it more interactive and visual. 
You might not always plan for these things to happen but 
don't look at it as a failure. It can take different routes and still 
have the same meaning. It can bring new and colourful 
people and valuable skills into what you do, that you never 
anticipated would be part of it. 



Illustrator:

“If you enjoy it, follow that direction…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/5OlT1lPkKP8
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#illustratoruk


I didn't initially go into the job that I ended up doing, I got just any job when I left school because I didn't have any 
qualifications, and I didn't really know what I wanted to do. So I worked in a shop, and I didn't really feel it was me, 
but I didn't know what was me, so I joined a local art project just for something to do, and it was absolutely 
fantastic. The people were like people I wanted to spend time with, and I was really interested in what they were 
doing: they were screen printing; they produced a fanzine; local bands practiced there. It was just a really good 
place to be, and I felt at home, so much so, I spent more time there than at home, and I thought, this is what I 
want to do, but I don't know what I'd do as a job. 

And so what I did was, I took a big leap really, and I gave my job up, which was a little bit scary, and I spent every 
day at this art project and I got loads of new skills that I just happened to gain because I wanted to be in that 
place, and people were doing them and they were showing me what to do, and I just I just got really interested in 
it. And when I was there, I just felt like it was a place I should be and where my life should be. Well, I didn't think 
too much of what the future was because I guess I was enjoying it so much, and thought, well I can always work in 
the shop because I've done that before. So that's how I sort of came into it. And then I thought, well actually, I 
want do more of this and I want do it all the time. 

So, I as I said I didn't have any qualifications so I thought, well actually I better get some, because if I want to do 
something like go to university which none of my friends have done before and my family hadn't, I thought I better 
get some qualifications. So I went back to night school at the time, and I did English and maths then, and some 
other ones, and I'd got enough qualifications then to apply for university. I didn't know how to do it, but somebody 
helped me at the college where I was studying, and I applied for university and took all the work that I'd done at 
the art college and… Sorry I missed a little bit... I went off to do a foundation course then, everyday. I applied for 
university and took all the work I've done at the foundation course and at the art project where I've been when 
I've given my job up, and I got a place at uni, and it was absolutely fantastic. Again, I was with people I really liked, I 
liked the lifestyle, I liked the way they thought. I think my favourite bit of it was even when I was by myself, I'd 
always got my artwork, I'd always got something with me, it's like having your own special friends, even when you 
mates weren't coming out. That was a bit I really liked. 

And you know, I would say to anybody if you find something that you enjoy doing and that's really the direction it 
should be going in, because the main aim for me in life is to enjoy what you do and then you'll get happiness from 
it and you'll come into contact with other people with the same view. And actually, that's the place where you 
need to be, not in a job or a situation where you're with people who think completely differently and you're not 
happy. So my advice would be, if you enjoy it, follow that direction and do it. 



Macrame Artist:

“It’s a lot of hard work but very, very worth it…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/lolKgje9zAg
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#macrameuk


In a way I kind of fell into it, I've always been creative. I worked in retail for about 10 years. When I 
moved into my first home, when me and my partner, me and my husband, bought our first home, I 
started getting interested in home decor and things, and I just started. YouTube has helped me 
more than anything else. I went on YouTube and I just searched for boho decorations and things, 
and just started making things from there. Then, because I was working in Manchester with quite a 
lot of people who were interested in vintage and handmade things, they were saying “get on Etsy, 
and put your work on Etsy” because they were seeing the stuff that I was making for my home, and 
saying “get on Esty”, so I did, and things started to sell. So then one thing after another, I just kept 
making more and more and it just kept selling. 

Then when I decided to take it more seriously, because I was pregnant at the time, I didn't really 
have much money to invest in courses or anything. So, I just went online and looked for the 
information myself. I went and looked for YouTube videos and people who have done this before, 
and there's quite a few on there, and there are people like me on YouTube who would just help you 
and show you how to do this. There’s also an online community on Facebook for Etsy. I always say 
to people I took myself to uni and I did my own uni course, set my own uni course up and just did it 
all online, and just found videos and found information, and while I was making in the day, I was 
watching these videos. 

I'm dyslexic so all the way through my life I’ve really struggled with my spelling, and things like 
emails, and just normal things other people might find quite easy, where in my job I can kind of 
change things around where I don't have to do those things quite as much. So, I have YouTube 
tutorials rather than doing written tutorials, if that makes sense, so I could choose my own path, 
being dyslexic we don't work the same as someone who isn’t dyslexic, so it's nice that I can do that, 
because most businesses and most jobs don't really cater for somebody like me who is dyslexic, in 
my opinion. Also, the fact that I can do what I want when I want, so after I eat, I live near the 
countryside I'll just go for a walk, and I love that. If I feel like I don't want to work a lot one week, 
well it depends, if I’ve gone viral in a video then I have to work, but I can do it when I want through 
the day. You have to be very, very, very, passionate about it, because there's nobody motivating you, 
but you, so you have to be able to motivate yourself. You have to be very passionate about it. It's a 
lot of hard work, but it's very, very worth it.



Makers of Italy



Goldsmith:

“For this jewellery we are going to replace a diamond...”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/Vau0JsQbJH0
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#goldsmithit


One of the works carried out in this workshop are the lost-wax castings: a 
wax like this is prepared, in this case manually. It is then moulded inside a 
rubber, which is made by hand on a metal that can be silver, as in this 
case. It is then moulded with this vulcanised rubber, it opens, in here; this 
time we have the mould of a ring, which is filled with wax to make the 
chosen shape. This is the mould; this is the artefact. What I show you is 
not the same ring that was made from this mould, but the system we 
used is identical. 

Here is a hole in the mould where the hot wax is filled in and here the ring 
comes out. You make a little skeleton and then you prepare the plaster 
and everything else. Then the work is finished: in this case I wanted to 
show this object which is a bracelet made in silver, which I have 
completed, to present a finished work. This is a cast finished piece of 
work. Here we have also added a stone and it is a bit darker. 

Another job done in the goldsmith's workshop is repairing: for example, 
this time we have a broken necklace, here a crew-neck with brilliants to 
be repaired, a round diamond ring where a diamond is missing. For this 
jewellery we are going to replace a diamond. Here a jewellery trilogy, in 
which we are setting the customer's stones: we will remove them 
elsewhere and place on the ring.



Professional Musician:

“You have to study hard to play well…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/PLP8S75a_Xs
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#musicit


I played La Traviata "Brindisi”. I started playing when I 
was 14 years old in my town music band and studied 
at the conservatory. You have to study hard to play 
well, you have to practice at least two hours every 
day. 

It is not like other jobs: for example, an engineer 
remembers the formulas even if he does not study 
for a month, but a musician needs a lot of daily 
practice. This is the only way to avoid losing control 
of your lips, your fingers, your brain, your breath. To 
be a professional musician you have to practise at 
least two hours a day. 

I have played classical music and pop music. I 
currently play classical music in concert bands, that is 
why I chose to play "Brindisi" from La Traviata this 
time. In other words, I imitate the mezzo soprano, 
the singer who sings in theatres. 

What can I add: playing an instrument is wonderful. 
First of all, you play for yourself and then for others. 
So, I repeat it: playing is wonderful!



Artisan Tailor:

“Nothing is done at random, everything is studied meticulously…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/YjXzMuYT-5c
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#tailorit


Hello, my name is Danielle and I am the owner of "Danielle Bespoke 
Shirts” in San Salvo. My business started in 2009, and I have 20 years 
of experience behind me in custom made shirt production. 

My product is made entirely in this workshop. There is a particular 
study behind it, based on the customer's physicality; posture; and 
also on the intended use of the shirt. Here nothing is done at 
random, everything is studied meticulously, depending on the fabric;
the type of collar; the initials; the cuff. Everything is recommended 
according to the dress code and to the ”Bon Ton” rules. 

It must be said that this activity takes a lot of passion, a lot of 
dedication, without which you cannot go on, as if it were an art. At 
the same time, it is more difficult to work at the moment because of 
the increase of raw material prices, the utilities fixed costs and so 
on. The customer comes here lately and does not spend as much as 
before. In fact, he first has to deal with his budget and then choose 
how to make his shirt. In spite of this, the prices are still not 
prohibitive, at least so far, so we will try to keep going as long as we 
can.



Artisan Pizza Maker:

“I was actually a pizza maker for four years and a waiter for two years... “

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/4s8tOsYCsS8
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#pizzait


My name is Alessandro Colagioia and I am both the owner and the pizza 
maker of my business. I am 32 years old. I have been doing this job for six 
years: I was actually a pizza maker for four years and a waiter for two 
years. 

I opened the business with a partner, but it didn't go well. So, I continued 
on my own and became a pizzaiolo. In my pizzeria I do everything: I make 
my own sourdough starter, which has to be refreshed every day. I use it 
every day, I make the dough and then I make the classic balls. I put them 
in the fridge in trays. Then I take them out of the fridge. I knead the balls 
and make the pizzas; I bake them in the oven: I do it all 360 degrees.         

Well, at the moment artisanal work is very difficult because you have to 
be there in person, you have to be the one doing things. Unfortunately, I 
have no helpers now because of the income problem. People don't want 
to work for a long time. It is difficult to be in front of the oven, it is too hot 
and the pay is low. There are a lot of problems from the Coronavirus 
period to now, and our kind of work has unfortunately taken a turn for the 
worse... instead of going up and down... the customers this year have 
decreased from other years, so we are missing them.



Digital Artist:

“I choose sentences that try to bring young people closer to our 
territory…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/gmyBGq1v59c
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#digitalartist


I'm Sparagn and Cumbarisc, I've been making 
t-shirts with typical Abruzzo phrases since
2017, even though the brand was initially
born in 2013. I choose sentences that try to
bring young people closer to our territory,
and I also create nice things for tourists, to let
them discover something more about our
culture when they come to our region.

During lockdown for Coronavirus, I had 
difficulties due to a shortage of sizes, 
sweatshirts, the black colour type, so I could 
not reprint a lot of the brands I had made. In 
fact, even today, I have not been able to 
reprint three t-shirts, because it is not 
possible to find the ones in that special red 
colour. I had to stop printing mugs because 
the price had doubled and I couldn't reprint 
key rings, pens and small gadgets, popular for 
tourists.



Artisan Potter:

“Our work is always stimulating…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/Coy1TZcQvoM
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#potterit


Hello, my name is Michela, I am a ceramist and I have been working 
in this workshop since 2001. We have a handicraft pottery 
workshop, where we produce a variety of pottery items, for home, 
furniture and also for the outdoors. 

Our work is mainly on demand. Our pottery workshop is dedicated, 
for example, to pottery courses for children, which we do both 
privately in the pottery shop and in schools, where we also allow 
children to carry out redevelopment projects. A lot of time is 
dedicated to the courses and these activities, and this is great 
because our work is always stimulating: we have to face something 
different every day, new big or small challenge, depending on what 
customers ask or what we have to carry out with the schools. 
Therefore, our work is sometimes a bit tiring: we never stop 
working! Even when we go home, we think about what we have to 
do to carry out our work in the best possible way. 

You must have a continuous incentive to grow, to improve; to look 
around; to study; to always find new solutions; to search also for 
what is done around the world, that can help and stimulate us to 
adapt it to our own reality, making our work absolutely unique.



Makers of Poland



Hairdresser:

“A profession that requires not only skills, but also some kind of spiritual 
development…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/7PrWskTi6Vo
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#hairpl


It was more of a coincidence. And not a kind of career choice. 
Despite the fact that I graduated from a completely different 
school, I decided that I would not go in that direction. That I 
had to do something more for myself. In a way, something 
twitched. The light went on.

The profession requires constant creativity above all. Because 
the profession requires not only skills, but also some kind of 
spiritual development and an appropriate outlook.

Manual predispositions help a lot in creating, and of course 
imagination.

It pleases me when both myself, and of course the client, are 
happy after finishing my work. 

Everyone considering the job must feel that they would like to 
do this as a job, because it is not a job for everyone. It must be 
done by people who feel the need to change the world. 
Changing someone for the better.

Of course I enjoy my work. I have been doing this for over 30 
years.



Tailor:

“The desire to make clothes for myself that were not generally 
available…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/3FzgJgYojkw
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#tailorpl


My career pathway was maybe not through coincidence, but the desire to 
make clothes for myself that were not generally available, and there was 
nothing interesting in stores, and then, as my friends saw me making them, 
they began to exert more pressure on me so that I could undertake it more 
professionally.

My job is mainly sewing, agreeing with the client the shape that they would 
like to have, what they would feel best in, choosing the right colours, making a 
pattern for the client, and then the client receives the garment with 
satisfaction. As of today, my studio has been open since 2010, but I started a 
business earlier, sewing at home from 2006, and sold products on Allegro.

My drive comes from the desire to do unique things that are hardly available in 
stores. I think to enter the profession, you have to get into it at first. If it goes 
well, then you can… I don't know, it's hard for me to explain... A person who 
likes to sew, likes to create, I think they will do well in the job. You need 
creativity, imagination and adjusting this creative form to the client.

Exactly what I do, I think it is worth pursuing, due to the fact that there are 
practically few such people, especially since I specialise in leather clothing.



Carpenter:

“And all this is done from wood with the use of hand tools…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/wIQ_L2asNhI
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#carpenterpl


A carpenter works with wood, manufactures furniture, produces utility 
items, and all this is done from wood with the use of hand tools or 
mechanical tools.

First of all, you need to have a bit of an artist's soul. Because, as I said 
before, a carpenter makes something out of a material we call wood, 
so he must have a touch, an artistic intuition, but he must also have 
good mathematical calculations. Yes, because you have to measure a 
given product, you have to adjust it, so it must have these 
mathematical skills, although to a limited extent, I would say. What else 
should it be characterized by? Accuracy. Yes. It is not maybe the 
accuracy of a turner that has to roll down to the micron. Here, accuracy 
down to one millimetre is required. Nevertheless, this accuracy, 
diligence, a sense of plasticity should be such things, such things 
should characterise a candidate for a carpenter.

Some argue this profession belongs to a vanishing profession. Because 
today modern furniture is made by automatic machines in large, large 
production plants. However, if someone wants to have an original piece 
of furniture at home, made by a craftsman, by a human hand, and not 
by a machine, then they are looking for such a carpenter. So if someone 
really has a reputation and is famous in the area for making very nice, 
solid, durable furniture, then he will definitely have a carpenters job for 
many years to come.



Glass Artist:

“The most satisfying thing is the very art of creating …”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/uIlv_g50p4s
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#glasspl


Hello, my name is Ewa Kostrzewska and I am an artist. My job consists of 
designing and making artistic glass using the “fusing technique”, which can be 
used as small architecture or tableware.

You need good time management; creativity; flexibility; and to listen to the 
needs of people who come to the studio. The ability to talk and communicate. 
And an artistic vision, is always important.

A good way to get into the profession would be to start your education in an art 
school, which will allow you to bring out features such as creativity and an 
artistic perspective, and then create works that will be of good quality in terms 
of artistic form as well, not only utilitarian.

My adventure with art began in an art school. Later I decided to continue this 
path already at the art university. In this case, in Wrocław, in the field of artistic 
glass and ceramics.

The most satisfying thing for me is the very art of creating, and then reacting to 
the way my works are received, and how they can function later in public 
spaces or in the homes of my clients.

It is certainly a path that is full of satisfaction and adventures. Every job is 
different. And it requires determination and creativity, but also gives a lot of 
satisfaction. And it pleases me, and the recipients later on.



Ceramic Artist:

“At some point in my life I came to the conclusion that I wanted to return 
to creation…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/3uSVK5Zv5r4
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#ceramicpl


My name is Katarzyna Kostrzewska, I run a sole proprietorship under the 
name of Manufaktura Ceramiki. My job is to design and manufacture 
ceramic products, dealing with functional and decorative ceramics.

To do this job first of all you need: creativity, ingenuity, a lot of 
enthusiasm, willingness and patience, manual predispositions are also 
very important. And also enthusiasm.

In the beginning, it is basically enough. go to the ceramics studio, check if 
you have a penchant for it and you can practice from the beginning. Many 
ceramic workshops organise various types of workshop courses where 
you can try working with clay.

My career path started in an art high school through art history and 
ended with a job in a corporation. At some point in my life I came to the 
conclusion that I wanted to return to creation, dealing with art, and that 
is why I turned to ceramics.

I enjoy the finished products that customers appreciate and see 
satisfaction when they buy and are satisfied and like it. It is a very 
enjoyable job. It gives a lot of satisfaction and joy, which is why it seems 
to me that many people can find fulfilment in this profession.



Lingerie Maker:

“You can be successful in any profession…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/IAf90KNhZgk
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#lingeriepl


Today we need people who can sew. First of all, they must be patient, because 
there are small elements and high accuracy is needed. This is one of the most 
important features that we look for. 

The company has been in existence for 25 years. We watched the lingerie 
market. It turned out that there are a lot of cheap products and a lot of 
expensive export underwear. There was no such measure, mid-priced 
underwear of good quality. We decided to fill this gap. That is why we went to 
the fairs in Paris, we started to observe how the biggest ones produce. We 
managed to bring in specialists from French companies who showed us how to 
prepare the technology. How the product should be made. How it should be 
designed. How it should be sewn. Well, thanks to our hard work and many trade 
fairs around the world, we managed to slowly win customers. At the moment, 
our products are sold from Australia, throughout Europe, the United States and 
Canada.

We have several professions here. Because starting from ordering the raw 
material, then cutting out the raw material, sewing it and finally packing and 
packaging. And in the meantime, it has to be designed and constructed.

I think that if you put a lot of energy and heart into it and it gives you pleasure, 
you can be successful in any profession. But here it is. We have a lot of fun doing 
it. Especially since we are successful.



Makers of Bulgaria



Artisan Confectioner:

“We are present at the best moments in people's lives…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/-ciAVPjtP_8
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#confectionbg


By education I am a culturologist, but by profession I am a pastry chef. I 
have a small custom-made pastry atelier. I have no education about pastry, 
it all started at amateur level, but after taking a few courses and then 
gaining qualifications, and of course a lot of practice, it has become my main 
profession for 7 years now. 

Most of the things I have learned from working in the restaurants and hotels 
I have worked in, and it was in these places that I acquired the basic skills.

The most important thing in this profession is patience. Pastry is a 
profession and a process where you can't skip any stage of the action itself, 
you can't rush it, you can't make the wafers bake faster or rise faster 
because you risk the end result. That's exactly why it's very important to 
have a lot of patience, so you can wait for each of these processes to see 
the end result and be successful. Regardless of our willingness and our 
ability, this process cannot be skipped. Another very important thing in the 
profession is the love for it, the love for the food we prepare. 

One of the best aspects of this profession, which I personally find very 
satisfying, is the fact that we are present at the best moments in people's 
lives. What we pastry chefs do is present in all the best moments in human 
life. 



Cosmetician:

“You have to build up to achieve higher goals...”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/cNAnLvKSPBE
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#cosmeticianbg


I am a beautician by profession. In high school I 
graduated as a cosmetologist and hairdresser 
and that's where the spark, the thrill and the 
desire for this profession was born. After high 
school, I became qualified with many different 
and additional courses and started practicing in 
Sofia. 

After a couple of years off, unfortunately, I 
returned to this profession again, but now in 
London. Currently completing a further 
qualification as a beauty therapist with a higher 
level of training, working from home and looking 
to grow my business.

Anyone who decides to take up any profession, 
when they feel that it is something they are 
passionate about, gets satisfaction, and feels the 
sweetness of what they are doing. 



Hairdresser:

“I'm sure it's something that makes people happier, feel more beautiful, 
and have more self-confidence…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/u5p-bc4Uc8M
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#hairbg


I am a hairdresser by profession. I chose this profession because 
I'm sure it's something that makes people happier, feel more 
beautiful, and have more self-confidence.

I have gone through several training experiences, through which 
I have grown as a hairdresser, as a person even. Some of them 
are from the Academy of Loreal, or different seminars by 
different hairdressers in Bulgaria and around the world, but my 
main qualification was in the Academy of Loreal.

The personal characteristics that one needs to be a good 
hairdresser is not only to be good with your work, but you also 
need a good level of communication and a good sense of 
aesthetics. Especially in our line of work, these are the things 
without which one cannot work smoothly and enjoyably. 

What makes me feel satisfied is seeing people walk out of my 
salon after a visit happier, smiling, and feeling more beautiful, 
because to me those are like applause after a concert. 



Jeweller:

"Anyone who has a desire to do any kind of crafter's work should not 
stop, but if they have a desire just start..." 

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/O49Hpgm3coQ
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#jewellerbg


I have a high school education related to electronic 
computing, manufacturing and repair, and this is my 
main profession. But I have been making jewellery for 
many years because it gives me incredible pleasure. 
Initially it was hardly a dream come true, but when 
things started to work out my passion for this activity 
became even more serious. 

In the beginning I was only working for myself, until at 
some point commissions started pouring in because I 
was showing my stuff to friends. I made a Facebook 
page and things took off little by little. 

Unfortunately I had to stop at some point, but after a 
while I started again, and it brought me more pleasure. 
It fills me with incredible satisfaction, I really enjoy 
what I do. It is a pleasure to be involved in such an 
activity because it takes you away from everyday life. 
Mostly I make jewellery as a gift, or for myself, but I 
also have a lot that is commissioned.



Neurography Instructor:

"We lead people to new realisations towards achieving their dreams in a 
very beautiful creative way…"

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/Rzqp5kn27qs
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#neurobg


I am a neurography instructor and aesthetic coach.
Neurography is a new amazing creative coaching tool, 
created 8 years ago, whereby we get to our subconscious 
very quickly, we can change the way we think and best of all 
it happens in a very beautiful way.

Another part of this training that I've gone through for a 
neurography instructor is an aesthetic coach. We as coaches 
lead people to new realisations towards achieving their 
dreams in a beautiful creative way.

I love my work, it connects everything I have studied and 
worked on over the years. I came across  Neurography and 
started learning it 3 years ago. Even though it is a very hard 
learning experience it is worth every buck and every minute, 
and I really enjoy working with it.

I studied it in a Russian institute of psychology of creativity, 
and the good news is that now in Bulgaria there is such a 
representation of the institute to train instructors in 
neurography.



Vision Artist:

"I find it satisfying that I can get from point A to point B absolutely on my 
own with my own knowledge and skill…"

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/SLJUig9qyb0
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers/#visionbg


I am an artist by profession. I was referred to it by my parents, in particular 
my mother, who realised that I had a talent and enrolled me in painting 
courses. I spent three years preparing for admission to the National School of 
Fine Arts- Ilia Petrov. After high school I didn't continue with courses or 
higher education in that direction, but I never stopped drawing. Currently I 
have focused mostly on murals and paintings, but I also paint on any other 
surface such as textile, wood and anything one can imagine.

For me, the most important thing when one wants to be an artist is 
discipline, it's not whether you start sooner or later, in life, because 10% is 
gift and the other 90% is work. One should try to be productive, flexible in his 
profession, and be able to respond to clients' wishes. An artist cannot do only 
what he like,s otherwise he will not prosper. It is very important to have 
perseverance, a willingness to learn to learn new techniques and things, to 
know art history, perspective, painting. 

What makes me feel satisfied in my profession is when I can respond to each 
client's wishes. That I can understand through communication, what the 
client wants, and what they envision, but no one knows what they want until 
they get it. In the end I am the person who understands by intuition what the 
person opposite me has in mind, what color scheme they have chosen, what 
elements should be present, and I compose to my conception.



Makers of Ireland



Wreathmaker Florist: 

“I reinvented myself...”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/wLOVDgITfHc
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers#wreathmaker


I’ve run my own business and reinvented 
myself by going into teaching. 

I enjoy very much the process of seeing 
people enjoy my work. There’s been a 
revival in flowers and the use of flowers. 

I’ve brought along some pieces of my work 
that I sell through local farmers’ markets. I 
usually try and take inspiration from my 
locality, my garden, woodlands and walks. 
I’m always looking out to see what I can 
forage and what I can find. 

My resources are all locally foraged from 
my own environment or even from my 
garden. I make wreaths for doors too, using 
a willow base which is fully biodegradable. 

I get a lot of enjoyment from people 
coming back to me saying that they got the 
confidence to open their own business 
from having done some of my courses.



Basket Weaver:

“Profit is not the driving force, it’s the reward…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/THQWdVaCsAw
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers#basketie


These are my own design, I am 
quite proud of it as they are very 
popular. I could make a woven 
basket in about three hours. You 
kind of sit down with your 
carving materials beside you 
and go at your work. 

I’m determined to do this at any 
cost. When I decide to do 
something, I commit to it 100%. 
Obviously, hurdles come up, you 
either must go over them or go 
through them.

When I’m making a basket, prfit
is not the driving force, it’s the 
reward.



Jeweller:

”It doesn't feel like a job, it feels like you're doing a hobby all day long”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/jxV-JQy_BSs
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers#jewellerie


Jeweller:

I am an artist. I teach China painting and I make jewellery 
and I do wood turning. I went over to Portugal for two 
years and I studied China painting over there, and then I 
came back and continued painting over here. And then I 
took up classes in jewellery making and in woodturning. I 
lived over there for two years and I decided to take up 
something, and this caught my eye.

I was a hairdresser many years ago and then I moved 
over to Portugal and I decided to start studying China 
painting, so just a little change in direction, but still, both 
of them are still very creative. I took a couple of classes 
over here, and a lot of trial and error. It's mainly beaded 
jewellery and silver, stuff like that. 

My favourite thing about my job is that It doesn't feel like 
a job, it feels like you're doing a hobby all day long. Go 
with your gut, if you enjoy doing something, do it, then 
you will never feel like you're working. You’ll need 
patience, patience and more patience, because for all the 
things that you got right, ten of those things went wrong. 
So just stick with it and it'll work out. 

I get up, look after the animals, because I run an animal 
sanctuary, and then I paint, or I go out to my shed and 
work on my woodturning or my jewellery. I've always 
since I was tiny, made things, or painted, or drawn, and it 
just continued on from there. So if you have a liking for it, 
do it. You'll figure out a way of making a living out of
doing it.



Chocolatier:

“Christmas would be my busiest season. I'd make probably about five or 
six thousand of these chocolate bombs…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/xTWDEKpz29c
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers#chocolatierie


Chocolatier:

I own my own hot chocolate bomb company here in Ireland, I 
started making them about four or five years ago when the 
concept of hot chocolate bombs wasn't even heard of, and I'll be 
showing you in a minute, you put them in, a it's a whole chocolate 
bowl made of chocolate, of course, and you put it into hot 
steaming milk and you stir it all up and it creates a hot chocolate 
drink with marshmallows and sprinkles, and you just drink it up. 
It's really nice. 

I do lots of different flavours, from peppermint to milk chocolate, 
to white chocolate, to salted caramel peanut butter: all the nice 
tastes, of course! My main customers would be on Facebook, 
they’re local sites that I sell, because they're very, very hard to ship 
and they're they're quite breakable. I have tried to ship a few, but 
it's not that great at all. 

I do a lot of vendor fares, especially Christmas would be my busiest 
season. I'd make probably about five or six thousand of these 
chocolate bombs. I do one for the late Late Show, but I do them. I 
do late Late Show ones for people that order them and they're an 
absolute hit. 

Let me just show you them really quickly. So these are the bombs 
here: as you can see, I do snowman, little reindeer, these are my 
Christmas ones, but I do them for any occasion like gender reveals 
for babies; christenings; weddings… I I like to use paper boxes, eco 
friendly of course. I buy off local vendors, my chocolate especially, I 
buy off local vendors, so I like to keep it local too. 



Professional Musician:

“People might have these stereotypical ideas of a rock band and, you 
know, drink and drugs and all the good stuff…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/UhPcg2_kfgc
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers#musicianie


Professional Musician:

I play guitar, mainly electric guitar, I do have skills on other instruments, such as 
bass and drums and piano as well. When it comes to what the profession looks like, 
people might have these stereotypical ideas of a rock band and, you know, drink 
and drugs and all the good stuff, I suppose. But in reality it's not like that at all. It's 
quite hard work, you have to drive long distances and you’re working late nights 
and you have work around people who are who are drinking, I suppose it can be 
quite challenging to work around that. It's quite an expensive thing as well, you 
need to keep your gear maintained. It looks like fun, if you're thinking about it 
through Hollywood, but in reality it's quite a lot of work. 

You need a lot of patience when dealing with the general public, when they are a 
bit rowdy and it's late on a Saturday night, they could be a little bit more difficult. 
You also need business skills. You need to be good with time, you need to be good 
with money and budgeting. All of these skills are really important and we always 
say the easy part is playing your instrument. You know you turn up, you play your 
guitar for two, two-and-a-half hours. That's actually easy, but there's a lot of 
groundwork in between that, ensuring your graphic design skills are good enough 
for posters, and to keep the website alive, taking bookings and stuff like that. So, if 
anyone would ask me what would be the biggest trait needed, I would say patience. 
You need a lot of patience. And if you don't have that, you won't, you won’t last. It's 
as simple as that.

In terms of actually pursuing this as a profession, you need to practise your 
instrument, of course. That's the most important thing. If you're no good, you won't 
have the chance to be in the band because there's going to be better people out 
there. And it's also important to try and be a decent, nice person. I remember in my 
current band, I went for an audition, and there were six people going for it, and I 
think I was the second, but long story short, I got the gig, but I was told afterwards, 
“You were the third best guitar player there, there's better guitar players there, but 
you were just a better person than the rest.” So you know, it's good to be trying to 
be good. 

Of course you can study, you can go to college nowadays. I know in Dublin there is 
BIMM College, which is a professional music college. I studied there for a year, 
which was quite beneficial. And there's different ways and means of getting into it. 
When you become a professional musician, you're not just in a band, you’ll do a bit 
of recording; you can do session work; you can you can do a bit of everything. 

[Continues on next page].



[Cont.]

You need to have a number of income streams coming in to make it a full time 
profession. As for me, I've been professionally doing this now for for quite a 
while, but there were ten or twelve years of semi-professional work up until 
that, and a lot of just practising your instrument, knowing the trends of what's 
good music to play.

It's quite a hard thing to make good money out of a long-term, but personally 
I've been in it for a number of years. I wouldn't have chosen this as a 
profession, it kind of chooses you. You meet people, and things and just kind 
of fall into place for a lot of people, and it does help who you know, rather 
than what you know, which is the same for a lot of things, especially in Ireland. 

I suppose when you're growing up you want to be that Rockstar. You want sex, 
drugs and rock'n'roll, that's what every boy when I was young growing up 
wanted to be. You didn't grow up wanting to have this profession as it is, in 
terms of long distances, and money not being 100% great, but you kinda just 
fall into it. You keep going. It’s a job that’ll probably choose you if it's for you. 

When you're playing a gig and the band are playing well and you just sense it, 
you know you’re all playing to the same level and things come off really well, 
that's a really good feeling and you can't really manufacture that. That just 
happens. And this happens for the biggest bands out there, one night they 
could be amazing; the next night, not so good. So you kind of savour those 
moments. Also, when the crowd are enjoying it, that's a really good feeling. 
It's great to see people enjoying a night and know that you're providing that, 
and money is good as well, but really, it's the first two. It's the band and the 
crowd who make it all worthwhile.

If I was to offer any words of encouragement, I would just say keep practising. 
Play your instrument, play it, play it, play it all day as long as you can, 
everyday, even when you're not interested in it, just do a couple of minutes 
everyday. Just keep on top of it. And I suppose meet the right people and 
surround yourself with good people and just keep looking. You're gonna get a 
lot of closed doors, doors shut in your face, a lot of false hopes, a lot of 
knocks. But if you just keep going at it, and, just keep plugging at it, you will 
succeed in the end. And you might not be mega famous, like Bono or 
someone like that, but you could earn enough to carry your guitar on your 
back. And really, that's what any of us want at the end of the day.



Professional Framer:

“You have to like people because otherwise I think it’d drive you mad…”

Alt video link

https://youtu.be/c_DqgJLL27Y
https://cascadeproject.eu/careers#framerie


Professional Framer:

I'm a picture framer and I started picture framing in 2007, I was getting some framing done for myself, quite a bit of it, and 
decided, maybe I could do that. I've always been interested in crafts and making and things, so I looked into just doing it 
for myself, and then realised that to get good equipment I really needed to go down the professional route, the cheaper 
amateur way wasn't going to be enough for what I needed. So I decided to invest some money in picture framing, and 
went off and did a few courses, and joined the fine Art Trade Guild, and trained to their standards. this is where I am now.

When I was working as such, I was in admin, so that helped on the business side of things. The hobby side was crafts and 
making, and that really did help with the picture framing. I'd always enjoyed working with my hands, and actually, picture 
framing has turned out to be perfect. I really, really enjoy it, and I love it when somebody comes in that has never been to 
a framer before, and they have something that's precious, because obviously if you're going to pay somebody to frame it 
for you you, whatever it is, it's precious. Then they come back and say, “I didn't think it would look like that”, and that's
great, that gives you great job satisfaction as well as everything else. 

I've always enjoyed making things and I used to make salt craft items, these were made with flour, salt and water, and I'd 
make a lot of those. Then I had a picture postcard (that my Aunt had sent to my grandfather back in the 1930’s) I wanted to 
frame as I just came across it. So I had it framed, but I wanted to see the message on the back. So I had somebody frame it 
for me with glass at the back as well, that got me interested in postcards. I started to look around and to buy them, and 
then I started to get someone to frame them for me on a regular basis and that's what I was doing, so you can still see the 
message, that one was posted in 1904, so there was a history to this. And that's what made me start to think about 
framing myself, and so that led to that, and that led to all this. 

Like everything else these days, I went online and found somewhere that would help me learn about framing and I did 
some courses in Northern Ireland with a wonderful man who unfortunately has since passed away, but he gave me a one-
on-one course, and it gave you all the information you needed, and he worked to the standard of the fine Art Trade Guild. 
The main thing is not to harm anything, you know, it's not quite like a doctor, but you know if you gave me something I 
wouldn't stick it down, I've never used glue or anything like that. You look after what you get framed, and then the fine Art 
Trade Guild have a certain standard and they set exams, and I did those and passed them. Then I went back and did a few 
more courses to learn how to frame different things: sports memorabilia; football jerseys; that type of thing. We do a lot of
that how to do, how to stretch and frame, cross stitch and lace pieces and that, and without that course, you've learned 
how to make a box or A-frame, you know you could put the four pieces of wood together, but what's inside it is even more
important, then the frame on the outside. So that was what I learned and has stood me in good stead over the years. 

[Continues on next page].



[Cont.] 

The best thing is meeting people, and as I said earlier, somebody bringing in something, having it framed and 
their reaction generally when they get it framed, “I didn't think it would be like that”. So many people have said 
that, and come back, and we get an awful lot of referrals. I had somebody from Leitrim the other day and I said 
why are you coming to us? “You were recommended”, we get people travelling from Dublin to us. Recently, I 
had a lady who used to live in Virginia, moved to Dublin, had gone a number of years and came back with some 
framing. And I said, “Why are you coming back?”, you know, she was the other side of Dublin, and she said, 
“Oh, we've tried a few framers, but nobody was like you”, so that's it. You know, that's really great job 
satisfaction. 

If you enjoy making things, you enjoy somebody bringing it in and taking all these mouldings off the wall and 
deciding what looks right. You have to like people because otherwise I think it’d drive you mad, it's time 
consuming, it can be frustrating at times. You have to like making things, though. You have to want to work with 
your hands. Yeah, it's a good job. I like it, and I think there will always be a call for somebody like us, because 
there are framers online, you can send your picture off to somebody, or you can download it, but it's not the 
same as coming in, I think anyway, and choosing your own frame, talking to the framer, deciding what type of 
glass you want, what type of moulding you want, what type of mount you want. If you're getting a poster 
framed, yes, I can see, maybe you can just go and buy one yourself, but if you have something that's really 
special and precious and you want to preserve as much as anything, I think you need a framer.

We buy our wood in three metre lengths, so you have to be able to work with the equipment, I think you need 
a certain amount of strength which may sound a bit peculiar, but a lot of this stuff is heavy. My daughter 
doesn't care for it, cause she doesn't like lifting the glass. We have to lift big sheets of glass onto the cutters of 
that sort of thing. Certainly if you don't like people, then forget it. I think you need to be able to see colours and 
you do need some artistic side for this. Yeah because we've had somebody come in to us once and, this 
happens fairly often now, “My walls are pink, okay, not pink. But you know what?” and so the frame has to be 
picked and you can look at the picture and think, well, that pink is not going to work on that, but never mind, 
we'll show you a pink one and start with that, and then you work from that. It's happened to me just once, 
somebody insisted on having a certain colour on a picture, and there was no way this was going to work, but in 
the end I said okay… she took her picture home and half an hour later she said “I’ve got have to come back. You 
were right”. You do get some, you know, somebody will have an idea sometimes when they come in and like it's 
the same thing, you have to be able to guide them. And sometimes when a picture comes in, you I know 
exactly what's going to suit that. And then other times it's let's have a look, and you have to work through them 
to find one that’s perfect.



Index of videos:



• Instrument Repairer: 
https://youtu.be/rMWFssY_tK8

• Studio Portrait Photographer: 
https://youtu.be/dQLCrlEy8CQ

• Artisan Caterer: 
https://youtu.be/gupG440SjIo

• Digital Manipulation Artist: 
https://youtu.be/wd9_E3DPH0s

• Illustrator: 
https://youtu.be/5OlT1lPkKP8

• Macrame Artist: 
https://youtu.be/lolKgje9zAg

https://youtu.be/rMWFssY_tK8
https://youtu.be/dQLCrlEy8CQ
https://youtu.be/gupG440SjIo
https://youtu.be/wd9_E3DPH0s
https://youtu.be/5OlT1lPkKP8
https://youtu.be/lolKgje9zAg


• Goldsmith:
https://youtu.be/Vau0JsQbJH0

• Professional Musician:
https://youtu.be/PLP8S75a_Xs

• Artisan Tailor:
https://youtu.be/YjXzMuYT-5c

• Artisan Pizza Maker:
https://youtu.be/4s8tOsYCsS8

• Digital Artist:
https://youtu.be/gmyBGq1v59c

• Artisan Potter:
https://youtu.be/Coy1TZcQvoM

https://youtu.be/Vau0JsQbJH0
https://youtu.be/PLP8S75a_Xs
https://youtu.be/YjXzMuYT-5c
https://youtu.be/4s8tOsYCsS8
https://youtu.be/gmyBGq1v59c
https://youtu.be/Coy1TZcQvoM


• Hairdresser:
https://youtu.be/7PrWskTi6Vo

• Tailor:
https://youtu.be/3FzgJgYojkw

• Carpenter:
https://youtu.be/wIQ_L2asNhI

• Glass Artist:
https://youtu.be/uIlv_g50p4s

• Ceramic Artist:
https://youtu.be/3uSVK5Zv5r4

• Lingerie Maker:
https://youtu.be/IAf90KNhZgk

https://youtu.be/7PrWskTi6Vo
https://youtu.be/3FzgJgYojkw
https://youtu.be/wIQ_L2asNhI
https://youtu.be/uIlv_g50p4s
https://youtu.be/3uSVK5Zv5r4
https://youtu.be/IAf90KNhZgk


• Artisan Confectioner:
https://youtu.be/-ciAVPjtP_8

• Cosmetician:
https://youtu.be/cNAnLvKSPBE

• Hairdresser:
https://youtu.be/u5p-bc4Uc8M

• Jeweller:
https://youtu.be/O49Hpgm3coQ

• Neurography Instructor:
https://youtu.be/Rzqp5kn27qs

• Vision Artist:
https://youtu.be/SLJUig9qyb0

https://youtu.be/-ciAVPjtP_8
https://youtu.be/cNAnLvKSPBE
https://youtu.be/u5p-bc4Uc8M
https://youtu.be/O49Hpgm3coQ
https://youtu.be/Rzqp5kn27qs
https://youtu.be/SLJUig9qyb0


• Wreathmaker Florist:
https://youtu.be/wLOVDgITfHc

• Basket Weaver:
https://youtu.be/THQWdVaCsAw

• Jeweller: https://youtu.be/jxV-
JQy_BSs

• Chocolatier:
https://youtu.be/xTWDEKpz29c

• Professional musician:
https://youtu.be/UhPcg2_kfgc

• Professional framer:
https://youtu.be/c_DqgJLL27Y

https://youtu.be/wLOVDgITfHc
https://youtu.be/THQWdVaCsAw
https://youtu.be/jxV-JQy_BSs
https://youtu.be/xTWDEKpz29c
https://youtu.be/UhPcg2_kfgc
https://youtu.be/c_DqgJLL27Y



